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Game Juice Cafe Visual Branding

Game Juice is an innovative café concept designed for young, aspiring 
designers and gamers. It offers more than just drinks and desserts; it’s 
a space where individuals with shared interests can come together to 
collaborate on design projects or enjoy gaming sessions. To highlight its 
welcoming atmosphere for this specific audience, the café employs a friendly 
palette of pastel colors.
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Negative Space Identity Design

Negative Space Logo Design is a technique where designers utilize the 
space around and between the subjects of an image to create secondary 
imagery or visual messages. These two logo designs cleverly use negative 
space to convey dual meanings.  
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Food Recipe Photography Poster

Enjoy what you eat, enjoy what you do. This strategy aimed to showcase 
my proficiency in photography, typography, and illustration, combining my 
expertise in both editorial content and culinary arts. Consequently, this 
photography poster includes a detailed recipe and a visual narrative to 
meticulously guide one through the preparation of this particular dessert from 
beginning to end. The imagery was carefully crafted to reflect the dessert’s 
sophistication, visually showcase mouth experice.
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NEA Baptist Nursing Interview Banner

During my internship at NEA Baptist in Jonesboro, Arkansas, I was tasked 
with a significant project to design a banner for nursing interviews. Initially, 
it was a challenge to create a design that would immediately convey the 
intended message to each nurse applicant. After several iterations, adopting a 
straightforward approach with clear coloring, typography, and design proved to 
be the solution. This approach to the banner design turned out to be effective.
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Drop In Nursing  
Interviews.
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NEA Baptist-Hospital
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Digital Library Dashboard Design

The Dashboard is a user interface that allows the visualization of data sources 
through designs like numbers, charts, and more. Since it contains large numbers of 
data and needs to be accessed easily by many others, it is critical to have easy-to-
use UI components, templates, styles, and other digital assets to represent that data 
visually in a clear way. I choose the digital library concept because I was curious 
about the reading preferences of different cultures and wanted to encourage 
knowledge sharing.

View the interactive app here.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/8001acb4-7a59-42c8-8c32-b06abcf1c2ff-d552/
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Food Delivery Application Design

The Ding Logo embodies the concepts of multiplicity and minimalism. At a 
glance, it reveals a face with a subtle smile, but when turned upside down, 
the smile broadens significantly. Additionally, the hat is deliberately shaped to 
evoke the image of a bell, aligning with the brand name “Bring,” which echoes 
the resonant sound of a bell, “Ding!” This name was chosen to reflect both the 
bell’s chime and the essence of our delivery service. 

View the interactive app here.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/79e9e22c-0471-4ffb-b9d2-a6726e1238e5-2cba/
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Pantone Chip Photogrphy Poster Series

The Pantone Color Photography Poster series demanded a unique design 
that incorporated Pantone colors to forge an identity with a deeper 
significance. For this piece, I selected Legos because of my familiarity and 
comfort with manipulating them. These Legos were then pieced together 
to form a metaphorical “pool of knowledge,” symbolizing the acquisition of 
knowledge and how each piece of knowledge possesses its own function, 
shape, and representation.
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The Mountain, Travel Magazine Layout Design

The layout design for the travel magazine was inspired by mountains. To 
highlight this theme, I structured the text to mimic the shape of a mountain and 
selected font colors that matched the hues of mountain landscapes to ensure 
a cohesive visual flow throughout the magazine. I also used negative space 
strategically to focus attention solely on the mountain imagery, minimizing 
distractions from other elements.
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Seamless Patterns

A Seamless Pattern is one that can repeat infinitely without any visible breaks or 
disruptions, demanding that each element aligns flawlessly to form a continuous 
design from one edge to the other. In this design, inspired by my five uniquely 
personality-rich cats, I aimed to capture how they come together as a single-
family unit. I achieved this by transforming them into a pattern where they coexist 
without interruption, seamlessly integrating with one another.
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Remember Our Hours, Homophone Story Book

The Homophone Story Book project involves crafting narratives that play 
on words with multiple meanings or sounds alike but differ in meaning. 
For this project, I selected the homophones “hour” and “our” as the 
basis for my story. To visually bring the story to life, I utilized software like 
Midjourney and Photoshop.

View the flipbook here.

https://heyzine.com/flip-book/a1f58713a8.html
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Photography Data Visualization Poster

Data Visualization is one of the ways to present data in graphical form to 
help readers quickly understand the data without having to understand 
any background of degree or understanding. I have researched places 
where graphic designers are inspired for this data visualization.  
To represent the idea more graphically, I have taken a picture of my 
boyfriend’s face and cropped it using Adobe software. A survey was also 
conducted to visualize this data.
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404 Error Page Design

This project aims to enhance the design of the standard 404 error 
page, which is essential for indicating unavailable links and maintaining 
user engagement on websites. Traditionally plain, the 404 page will be 
creatively redesigned using GIFs that are both interactive and visually 
appealing. This design, inspired by a maze and snail motif reflective of 
early 20th-century computer aesthetics, will make the error page not 
only informative but also enjoyable, potentially encouraging visitors to 
stay on the site longer. The designer explores multiple concepts before 
settling on a design that effectively combines the chosen themes with a 
color scheme that complements the overall style, ensuring the page is 
simple, intuitive, and engaging. 
 
View the interactive app here.

file:///Users/shiqizhong/Library/CloudStorage/GoogleDrive-byireliazhong@gmail.com/My%20Drive/School/2024%20Spring/Multi-Platform%20Design%202803/Project%204%20Engaging%20404%20page/Maze.gif
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